
Ridiculous Thoughts  
by The Cranberries  

Sing-along chords 

Transposed +2 by Xav Numbo for Seagull Merlin, using XB Excelibur Merlin Transposer 
 

xavnumbo@gmail.com for suggestions/corrections  

Tuning: DAD 

 

Capo: no capo  

Chords should be A Bmin D F#m G 

But for convenience they were changed to A5 101  Bm 012  D 002  F#5 222  G 013 

Only during the intro we use two different D5s 000 and 004 (sound way better) 

  

INTRO 

Arpeggios go this way (repeat 6 times strings 1 321 321 3 on chords Bm 012  D 004  A 101 D 000) and finish by a slow Bm 012  

The strum is a bit hard to write down, but following the original song is quite easy. Sing-along is sometimes difficult, especially on the 

last “hold on”s. 

 

1st VERSE ==========  

Bm 012  D 002   A 101        

Bm 012      D 002        A 101 

Twister      oh does     anyone see through you 

               Bm 012       D 002             A 101 

You're a twister         oh, an animal 

                 Bm 012      D 002 

But you're so happy    now, 

   A 101 

I didn't go along with you 

      Bm 012   D 002            A 101 

So happy      now na na na 

  

                              Bm 012       D 002                 A 101 

But you're gonna have to hold on, you're gonna have to hold on,  

                      Bm 012        D 002         A 101 

you're gonna have to hold on hold on hold on 

                          Bm 012         D 002                   A 101 

Or we’re gonna have to move on, we’re gonna have to move on,  

                     Bm 012          D 002          A 101 

we're gonna have to move on move on move on  
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CHORUS=======  

G 013     F#5 222    Bm 012 

            I   feel al-     right 

Bm 012 

And I cried so hard 

            G 013                              F#5 222 

The ri- diculous thoughts, oh-oh-oh 

                Bm 012 

I feel al-   right. 

  

2nd VERSE==========  

 

Twister oh, I shouldn't have trusted in you 
Twister oh, a na na na 
It's not gonna happen now 
You're not gonna make fun of me 
Happen now, na na na na 

But you're gonna have to hold on 
You're gonna have to hold on 
But you're gonna have to hold on 
Hold on, hold on 

Or we're gonna have to move on 
We're gonna have to move on 
Or we're gonna have to move on 
Move on, move on 

CHORUS 

======= 

I feel alright and I cried so hard 
The ridiculous thoughts, oh 
I feel alright, alright, alright 

We should have lied but I cried so hard 
The ridiculous thoughts, ah 
We should have lied, have lied 
Have lied, have lied 

But you're gonna have to hold on 
You're gonna have to hold on 
You're gonna have to hold on 
You're gonna have to hold on 

You're gonna have to hold on 
You're gonna have to hold on 
You're gonna have to hold on 
You're gonna have to hold on 

Well, you're gonna have to hold on 
You're gonna have to hold on 
Hold on, hold on, hold on 
Hold on, hold on, hold 
Well, you're gonna have to hold on 
You're gonna have to hold on to meeeee 

 

During the end when repeating "You're gonna have to hold on", continue with the G F#5 Bm progression. 


